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Abstract 

The take up of parallel computing has been hampered by the lack of portable software. The BSP model allows the 

design of portable code for regular computations. This paper describes the use of the WPRAM model to support 

more irregular problems. A shared queue data type is described, which provides predictable and scalable 

performance characteristics. The queue can be used to structure the sharing of data in a parallel system, resulting in 

code which is portable and amenable to performance analysis. 

1. Introduction 

In the past, achieving high performance on parallel machines required the programmer to exploit the detailed 

architectural features of the particular platform. The resulting prevalence of non-portable code has severely limited 

the growth of the parallel software industry. There has recently been a convergence in the features of a parallel 

architecture, due to the availability of powerful and cheap commodity processors, and the use of scalable high 

performance networks. A requirement for the development of portable software is the ability to characterize a 

machine in terms of its global communications capabilities, rather than the species of the network interconnection 

topology. This implies the characterization of a parallel machine using a flat communications mechanism, in which 

all processors are equidistant. Platforms which support these characteristics include the Cray T3D/E and IBM SP2/3. 

There is now a requirement for a standard computational model which can characterize the essential features of 

these machines, to allow the design and analysis of portable and scalable algorithms. The Bulk Synchronous 

Parallelism (BSP) model is one such example. The main quality of the BSP is its simplicity, both in terms of the 

conceptual model and of the associated costing method. A computation is characterized by a sequence of super steps 

in which communication and computation is carried out independently. Each super step can be cost using the 

performance characteristics which measure the network granularity g and barrier synchronization time L. The cost 

of an algorithm is simply the sum of its super step costs. The solution of a problem using super steps allows the 

resulting algorithm to be simply cost, and has advantages for debugging and performance monitoring. There are 

problems for which the BSP seems less appropriate. Algorithms which make use of pointer referenced shared data 

structures, or where the synchronization patterns between processors can vary dynamically, are not naturally suited 

to the use of super steps. The WPRAM model (Weakly coherent PRAM) aims to provide a small set of realistically 

cost operations which can efficiently support these problems, as well as the important class of bulk synchronous 

computations. A wide range of problem classes have already been studied. A potential disadvantage is the increased 

complexity of the cost analysis, since synchronization in arbitrary groups, the structure of which may rely on 

runtime dependencies, is an intractable problem. The problem can be tackled by structuring the code using well 

defined abstractions, to allow costing to be undertaken in a stepwise fashion. Figure   demonstrates the framework 

used for the WPRAM. Shared abstract data types (SADTs) provide a mechanism for sharing information in a 

parallel system, and have a well defined interface and semantics. These allow many of the WPRAM's extended 
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features to be hidden, resulting in user code which essentially operates in a super step fashion. This paper 

concentrates on an analysis of a queue SADT. The queue supports predictable performance to the software layers 

above, with the performance of its operations being independent of the access of the queue by other processors. It 

describes the WPRAM support for bulk synchronous parallelism, together with the associated cost model. Section 

presents the extended WPRAM operations. it describes the use of these operations to support the queue, with 

predictable and scalable performance. The section presents some performance characteristics for the queue, based on 

analytical and simulation results. The code fragments throughout this paper are based on the notation used in C. 

2. SPLAY TREES 

Splay trees are a powerful data structure developed by Sleator and Tarjan , that function as search trees without any 

explicit balancing conditions. They serve as an excellent tool  to demonstrate the power of amortized analysis. Our 

basic operation is: splay (k), given a key k. This involves two  

Steps: 1. Search through out the tree to find node with key k.  

Steps:2. Do a series of rotations (a splay) to bring it to the top. The first of these needs a slight clarification: If k is 

not found, grab the largest node with key less than k instead (then splay this to the top. 

3. Wpram Superstep Operation 

The WPRAM supports the ability for all processors to barrier synchronize, in the same manner as the BSP model, 

which divides a computation into a sequence of super steps. Figure shows the communication mechanisms used by 

the WPRAM, which is based around a shared address space. Global shared data is accessible at a uniform 

performance by all processors. Local shared data has improved performance when accessed by the processor which 

allocated the data. The latter can be taken advantage of when data locality is an important issue for the variables 

being accessed. Global shared memory acts as a repository for data which has dynamic runtime access patterns 

which cannot be easily predicted. Shared data is also weakly coherent  , so that it is only guaranteed to be consistent 

between a set of processors if they explicitly synchronize in some way, such as through the barrier operation. The 

WPRAM supports an associated cost model which allows the analysis of algorithms at design time. All costs are 

normalized with respect to the time, s, of a single local operation (nominally a floating point computation). The 

other costs are as follows: - The time to transfer a word within the local memory of the processor. The minimum 

period between remote memory accesses of successive shared words. The  latency between requesting a shared word 

and the result returning. The  time taken to execute a barrier operation across all processors. g and L are depend in 

an analogous manner to the BSP. L could be depend using g and D to further simplify the cost model. In a given 

super step, the operation of processor pi can be characterized by the following variables. The number of local 

computations .loci [0::p 1]: Where  loci[j] is the number of local shared words requested from processor j.The 

number of requested global shared words. The costing of a super step can then be expressed as: w+L+gh+tn, where 

w = max p1 i=0 f wi g h = max p1 i=0 f hi g hi = h send i + h recv i h send i = p1 p gloi + P j6=i loci[j] h recv i = P 

j6=i ( gloj p + loc j [i] ) n = max p1 i=0 f gloi p + loci [i] g The term of hi represents the total number of words 

leaving (h send i ) and entering (h recv i ) processor pi . The costing assumes that global shared data is spread evenly 

across the machine, using some randomizing hash function. The value n measures the number of words being 

transferred within the local memory 2 of any processor. It can be noted that the computed cost is at most a factor of 

three greater than the true cost, since the terms w, gh and tn can be equal but due to the execution of three unique 

processors. In practice this is unlikely, since there is typically either a mixture of all three cost components on each 

processor, or one component dominates. The cost of a computation is simply the sum of the individual super steps. 

A completion time can be derived by multiplying through by a factor of s. This is similar to the costing employed by 

the BSP model, although it encompasses both the usual direct access method and the automatic mode of operation. 

The automatic mode is typically used to emulate the PRAM model. 

4. Extended Features of the WPRAM 
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The super step operation described in the previous section forms the basis for expressing parallelism at the coarsest 

level. This section presents an overview of the support within the WPRAM for more irregular and ne grain forms of 

parallelism, together with an explanation of how these features t into the existing cost model. 

5. Data dependencies 

It is an advantage if each processor is able to independently guarantee the completion of a sequence of data accesses. 

For example, this enables the support of list-based operations, where a processor needs to be able to deference a 

pointer independently. In the WPRAM model, this is supported using the switch operation. x = y; switch(); A[x] = 

.... ; The execution of switch guarantees that all previous shared data accesses made by that processor have 

completed, allowing the results to be used within the following expressions. Within a super step, if processor pi 

executes ci switch operations, the cost of the super step can be expressed as: w +L + gh + tn + Dc, where c = max p1 

i=0 f ci g Again, it can be seen that this is at most a factor of four from the true cost, although this is unlikely, since 

terms of D imply that a processor is also involved in shared data access, incurring costs related to g 

6. Point-to-point synchronization  

List-based operations also require some coordination between the processors. This is most naturally supported using 

point-to-point synchronization. The WPRAM supports the idea of tag variables, which operate between a pair of 

processors, also guaranteeing shared data consistency (more formally, release consistency is supported. A tag is 

initially in an unset state, and a processor waiting on such a tag will suspend its execution. Another processor can set 

the tag, which will unblock the waiting processor, if one exists (placing the tag back in its default unset state). The 

operations which achieve this are tag set(t) and tag wait(t), for some tag variable t. Complementary operations tag 

write(t; x) and tag read(t; &x) will also transfer a shared address value x as a side e.The cost of individual tag 

operations can be characterized as D + g in the simplest form. This can be added into the expression for the cost of 

an algorithm. However, super step operation allows such a simple representation of the cost because the processors 

are constrained to execute in a stepwise fashion. Within each step it is then known what data access requests each 

processor is executing. Tags can potentially lose this advantage, since arbitrary groups of processors can now 

execute independently. In order to preserve the simple costing method, the tags need to be used in a structured 

manner. This will describe one such method, based around the construction of a shared queue data structure 

7.  Concurrent atomic operations 

The WPRAM supports a set of operations which allow the concurrent update of a shared variable, without resorting 

to locking. An example is the addition of an integer value i to a shared integer I. A 3 processor executing l = read & 

add(I ; i) gives the following atomic sequence: l = I; I = I + i Under the concurrent execution of this operation, 

results are returned according to some arbitrary ordering. Also, l = read &swap(I ; a) exchanges a shared address a 

with the current address held in I. l = I; I = a The implementation of the operations can either make use of hardware 

support within the network or software methods to provide scalable performance . It is assumed here that they incur 

the same costs as for regular data access. These operations allow the construction of shared data structures which 

can support a high degree of concurrency [9, 5]. the overview of the queue, described in the following section, 

shows how the operations can support concurrent access to shared array and list structures, and how this can be used 

to construct the queue data structure. 

8. Minimum Spanning Trees 

Given a graph G = (V, E) and a weight function w : E → R+ we wish to find a spanning tree T ⊆ E such that its total 

weight P e∈T w(e) is minimized. We call the problem of determining the tree T the minimum spanning tree problem 

and the tree itself an MST. We can assume that all edge weights are distinct (this just makes the proofs easier). To 

enforce the assumption, we can number all the edges and use the edge numbers to break ties between edges of the 

same weight. We will present now two approaches for finding an MST. The first is Prim’s method and the second is 

Yao’s method (actually a refinement of Boruvka’s algorithm). To understand why all these algorithms work, one 

should read Tarjan’s red-blue rules. A red edge is essentially an edge that is not in an MST, a blue edge is an edge 
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that is in an MST. A cut (X, Y ) for X, Y ⊂ V is simply the set of edges between vertices in the sets X and Y . Red 

rule: consider any cycle that has no red edges on it. Take the highest weight uncolored edge and color it red. Blue 

rule: consider any cut (S, V − S) where S ⊂ V that has no blue edges. Pick the lowest weight edge and color it blue. 

All the MST algorithms can be viewed as algorithms that apply the red-blue rules in some order.  

9. Prim’s algorithm 

Prim’s algorithm operates much like Dijkstra’s algorithm. The tree starts from an arbitrary vertex v and grows until 

the tree spans all vertices in V . At each step our currently connected set is S. Initially S = {v}. A lightest edge 

connecting a vertex in S with a vertex in V − S is added to the tree. Correctness of this algorithm follows from the 

observation that a partition of vertices into S and V − S defines a cut, and the algorithm always chooses the lightest 

edge crossing the cut. The key to implementing Prim’s algorithm efficiently is to make it easy to select a new edge 

to be added to the tree formed by edges in MST. Using a Fibonacci heap we can perform EXTRACT-MIN and 

DELETE-MIN operation in O(log n) amortized time and DECREASE-KEY in O(1) amortized time. Thus, the 

running time is O(m + n log n). It turns out that for sparse graphs we can do even better! We will study Yao’s 

algorithm (based on Boruvka’s method). There is another method by Fredman and Tarjan that uses F-heaps. 

However, this is not the best algorithm. Using an idea known as “packeting” this The FT algorithm was improved by 

Gabow-Galil-Spencer-Tarjan  (also uses F-heaps). More recently (in Fall 1993), Klein and Tarjan announced a 

linear time randomized MST algorithm based on a linear time verification method (i.e., given a tree T and a graph G 

can we verify that T is an MST of G?)  

10. Fredman-Tarjan MST Algorithm 

Fredman and Tarjan’s algorithm appeared in .We maintain a forest defined by the edges that have so far been 

selected to be in the MST. Initially, the forest contains each of the n vertices of G, as a one-vertex tree. We then 

repeat the following step until there is only one tree. High Level start with n trees each of one vertex repeat 

procedure GROWTREES procedure CLEANUP until only one tree is left Informally, the algorithm is given at the 

start of each round a forest of trees. The procedure GROWTREES grows each tree for a few steps (this will be made 

more precise later) and terminates with a forest having fewer trees. The procedure CLEANUP essentially “shrinks” 

the trees to single vertices. This is done by simply discarding all edges that have both the endpoints in the same tree. 

From the set of edges between two different trees we simply retain the lowest weight edge and discard all other 

edges. A linear time implementation of CLEANUP will be done by you in the homework (very similar to one phase 

of Boruvka’s algorithm). The idea is to grow a single tree only until its heap of neighboring vertices exceeds a 

certain critical size. We then start from a new vertex and grow another tree, stopping only when the heap gets too 

large, or if we encounter a previously stopped tree. We continue this way until every tree has grown, and stopped 

because it had too many neighbours, or it collided with a stopped tree. We distinguish these two cases. In the former 

case refer to the tree has having stopped, and in the latter case we refer to it as having halted. We now condense each 

tree into a single super vertex and begin a new iteration of the same kind in the condensed graph. After a sufficient 

number of passes, only one vertex will remain. We fix a parameter k, at the start of every phase – each tree is grown 

until it has more than k “neighbours” in the heap. In a single call to Grow trees we start with a collection of old 

trees. Grow trees connects these trees to form new larger trees that become the old trees for the next phase. To 

begin, we unmark all the trees, create an empty heap, pick an unmarked tree and grow it by Prim’s algorithm, until 

either its heap contains more than k vertices or it gets connected to a marked old tree. To finish the growth step we 

mark the tree. The F-heap maintains the set of all trees that are adjacent to the current tree (tree to grow). 

11. Planar Graphs 

The planar flow stuff is by Hassin. If you want to read more about planar flow, see the paper by Khuller and Naor. A 

planar embedding of a graph, is a mapping of the vertices and edges to the plane such that no two edges cross (the 

edges can intersect only at their ends). A graph is said to be planar, if it has a planar embedding. One can also view 

planar graphs as those graphs that have a planar embedding on a sphere. Planar graphs are useful since they arise in 

the context of VLSI design. There are many interesting properties of planar graphs that can provide many hours of 

entertainment (there is a book by Nishizeki and Chiba on planar graphs  
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12. Euler’s Formula  

There is a simple formula relating the numbers of vertices (n), edges (m) and faces (f) in a connected planar graph. n 

− m + f = 2. One can prove this formula by induction on the number of vertices. From this formula, we can prove 

that a simple planar graph with n ≥ 3 has a linear number of edges (m ≤ 3n − 6). Let fi be the number of edges on 

face i. Consider P i fi . Since each edge is counted exactly twice in this summation, P i fi = 2m. Also note that if the 

graph is simple then each fi ≥ 3. Thus 3f ≤ P i fi = 2m. Since f = 2 + m − n, we get 3(2 + m − n) ≤ 2m. Simplifying, 

yields m ≤ 3n − 6. There is a linear time algorithm due to Hop croft and Karp (based on DFS) to obtain a planar 

embedding of a graph (the algorithm also tests if the graph is planar). There is an older algorithm due to Tutte that 

finds a straight line embedding of a tri connected planar graph (if one exists) by reducing the problem to a system of 

linear equations. 

13. A concurrent queue shared data type 

The WPRAM has been used to derive an implementation of a shared queue, which allows all processors to 

simultaneously in queue and de queue items. A detailed implementation of the queue is given in. The semantics of 

the queue under concurrent access can be deneed as follows: If processors perform queue operations with no explicit 

synchronization between them then the ordering of the operations is as follows: Between processors it is arbitrary. 

Within a processor it follows the program ordering.  If processor set P x synchronizes with P y , such that P y 

performs queue accesses after P x then: { If items I x were inserted by P x then any queue deletion operations 

performed by P y will retrieve items from I x in preference to items inserted by P y . Setting P x = P y = fp0..pp1g 

supports super step consistency for queue operations. Setting P x = pi and P y = pj (for i 6= j) supports tag variable 

consistency. 

14. Conclusions 

This paper has presented a computational model, the WPRAM, for the design and analysis of scalable algorithms. 

The WPRAM extends the bulk synchronous approach of the BSP with operations to support more irregular forms of 

parallelism. Using the example of a shared queue data structure, it was shown how shared abstract data types 

SADTs) can be used to support tractable performance analysis, as well as being used to provide modular and 

portable code development. Current work is focusing on the use of SADTs in the design of scalable dynamic load 

balancing methods 
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